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ULF/Pc5 Wave
Pc5 pulsation [Jacob et al., 1963]
regular and continuous
magnetic field variations
with periods of 150-600 s

playing an important role in transport and
acceleration of energetic electrons in the
Earth’s outer radiation belt via drift
resonance interaction [Elkington et al., 2003]

electron flux increase
after a few days
following Pc5 power
enhances
[Rostoker et al., 1998]
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SuperDARN Observations Of Pc5 Waves
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Discussion and Conclusions
The
above results prompt a cardinal re-evaluation of
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regular ionospheric layer, compared to the more sporadic
ionospheric component.
[17] The range over which wave signatures are observed
to that for vertical Doppler sounding, used for ULF
wave
depends
on the geometry of the HF path, the state of the
diagnostics [e.g., Wright et al., 1997; Marshall and
Menk, e.g., presence of tilts or irregularities, aspect
ionosphere,
scatter
conditions, and the spatial scale size of the ULF
1999], while radars have the advantage of covering
larger
disturbance.
areas of ionosphere due to oblique propagation. It is Often identical wave features are observed in
TIGER ground and ionospheric scatter 10! or more apart in
important to remember that the indicated range oflatitude
ground
(Figure 2). These waves are unlikely to be local

The King Salmon HF radar observation of Pc5 wave
with an azimuthal beam 3
HF radar observation of
Pc5 wave: dVD = dE x B0
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③

Ionospheric Pc5 Oscillation
beam 3

2 mHz

Pc5

2 hours, ~19-22 MLT
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λ=4000 km

Statistical study in 2007

Gate Distribution

•

total observation time with
1-min sampling in 2007: 2896
hours/year ~ 30%

•

Fourier analysis every 64 min
based on 5-gate averaged
time-series

•

analyzed interval:
maximum at gates 25-29

•

Pc5 occurrence rate:
maximum at gates 15-19
(600 -1300 km)
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Statistical study in 2007

Local Time Distribution Of
Ionospheric Pc5 Occurrence Rate

high occurrence rate
~40% at pre midnight
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Ionospheric Pc5 Power And
Solar Wind Parameters Etc
Vsw
AE

Psw
Dst
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COMPARISON WITH
MAGNETIC FIELD VARIATIONS
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Pc5 Event ①
rare case

only three ionospheric Pc5 events
showed similar waveform
variations with concurrent
magnetic field pulsations
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Pc5 Event ②
typical case

no agreement among waveform from
radar, satellite, and ground, but some
show similar spectra each others
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geostationary and ionospheric

Pc5 Spectral Power Comparisons
ETS8 vs HF radar
fit line
dB [nT]
~ 0.01 x dVD [m/s]

positive Pc5 power correlation between radar and satellite observations
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ground and ionospheric

Pc5 Spectral Power Comparisons

ground magnetic field variation induced by Hall currents
due to Pc5 electric fields + several assumptions ☞

good agreements on integrated Pc5 wave powers
between ground and ionosphere
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Summary And Discussion ①
‣

Occurrence rate of Pc5 Doppler oscillations (probably toroidal mode)
obtained from the King Salmon HF radar is maximum at pre midnight
(40%/echos)

‣

Ionospheric Pc5 power showed no relation with solar wind velocity and
dynamic pressure, Dst index, nor AE index.

Source of ionospheric Pc5
● Kelvin-Helmholtz instability: flank regions of magnetosphere, VSW
● Solar wind dynamic pressure: magnetopause, Pdyn, SW

?
● drift/drift-bounce instability: ring current region, storm/substorm
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Summary And Discussion ②
•

Pc5 spectral powers among a radar, a satellite, and ground
observations show positive correlations each others,
whereas it is rare to observe similar waveform variations
among them.

Problem is .... that dayside (especially, morning side) Pc5
geomagnetic pulsations were not detected by the radar
observations.
Local time distribution of Pc5 power obtained
from HF radar show different features from
magnetic field observations
need to investigate m number in future study
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Thank you
ありがとうございました
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NO ionospheric oscillation during large Pc5 geomagnetic pulsation
ground scatter?
ionospheric scatter?
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in the F region.The assumptions
usedin the Stareanalysis
havebeensupported
by recentexperimental
studies.Ecklund
et al. [1977] have found that radar auroral drift velocitiesare

OBSERVATIONS

approximatelyequal to F regionplasmadrift velocities.Fur-

TheStare System

thermore,Cahilletal. [1978]havereportedagreement
between

The Stareradarsystemis a significant
advancement
overthe

electric fields derived from the Stare data and electric fields

radarsusedin theprevious
studies.
It consists
of twopulsed obtainedfrom rocket-borne
doubleprobes.
bistaticradarslocatedat Malvik, Norway,and Hankasalmi, Thedatapresentations
belowarebasedalmostentirelyon
Finland.The radarsare operatedat 140.0and 143.8MHz, the Stareirregularitydrift and electricfield analyses.
As a
respectively.
result,thereis little similaritybetweenit andpreviousRTIEachof theseradarsconsists
of a relativelybroadbeam basedradar auroral pulsationstudies.It will be seenthat
transmitting
antenna,a multiple,narrowbeam,phased
array radarsof the Staretypeprovidea powerfulnewdiagnostic
receiving
antenna,anda shipping
container
holdingthetrans- technique
for geomagnetic
pulsationphenomena.
mitter, receivers,and on-lineprocessing
equipment.Under
The MagnetometerData

normal operating conditionsthe radars measuresimultane-

ouslytheintensityandmeanDopplervelocityof radarauroral
The magneticrecordsusedin thisstudywereobtainedfrom
irregularities
at 50differentrangesalongeightdifferentreceiv- thehigh-resolution
Rb vapormagnetometers
deployed
bythe
inglobes.Thesemeasurements
aretypicallymadewith a tem- Instituteof Geological
Sciences
aspart of the UnitedKingporalresolution
of 20 or 60 s.However,temporalintegrations dom ground-basedprogram for the IMS. The instruments
asshortas1sarepossible.
A complete
description
of Starehas recordthe northeastand northwestcomponents
of the horibeengivenby Greenwald
et al. [1978].
zontalfieldandZ digitallyon cassette
tape[Stuart,1971].The
A map of Scandinaviashowingthe eightmost often used componentsare sampledevery 2.5 s, and timing is controlled
receivinglobesof eachradaris givenin Figure1. Onecansee by a crystalclockand maintainedwithin 0.1 s of absolutetime.

VHF radar observations of Pc5
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Walker et al., 1979
時計回り
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